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10:15 I speak as to sensible people; judge for yourselves what I say. 

Paul’s sudden demand to flee idolatry in 10:14 is abrupt so he backs up to explain why participation in 

pagan religious activities is sinful for the believer. Even though there are not other gods, that does not 

mean that there are not spiritual forces behind pagan activities.  His logic is as follows.  

10:16 The cup of blessing that we bless, is it not a participation in the blood of Christ? The 

bread that we break, is it not a participation in the body of Christ? 

10:17 Because there is one bread, we who are many are one body, for we all partake of the 

one bread. 

 

In verses 16–21 Paul uses the ordinance of communion and the nature of sacrifices to illustrate how 

eating in the temples of idols is wrong.  

The word “participation” translates “koinonia” (koinwni,a) which refers to  a sharing in common, 

fellowship, a participation together in something, or communion.  Participation in the cup is 

participation in the blood of Christ. Participation in the bread is participation in the body of Christ. That 

is, the sacrificial virtue of Christ’s death is received by faith (Hodge, 186).  

Paul’s point is that real spiritual fellowship takes place between Christ and the believer when the church 

partakes of the bread and the cup. The bread and wine become the vehicles through which God and 

man share fellowship together.    

Paul calls the cup “the cup of blessing.” The cup of blessing was the cup of wine offered at the end of 

Jewish meals to thank the Creator for His bounty. This was the cup of wine that the Lord offered at the 

Last Supper which He designated as the “new covenant in My blood” (Lk. 22:17–20). The “blood of 

Christ” is a metaphor for Christ’s death. Since believers are joined to Christ, they share in the benefits of 

His death (i.e. they share in the new covenant that was inaugurated by His blood).   

Paul is leading his readers to see that they can never eat idol food as neutral participants, just as 

they cannot partake of the Lord’s Supper as detached observers. Partaking of anything offered 

to deity makes them accessories to the sacrificial act and creates solidarity with the honored 

deity, however tenuous their participation in the meal might be. . .  

Paul stresses that blessing the cup and partaking of the bread in the Lord’s Supper forges a 

unique relationship between the believer in Christ that excludes all participation in all other 

sacral meals at which food is consumed in the presence of the deity. Fellowship with Christ 

excludes all other fellowships, particularly those associated with idolatry (2Cor. 6:14–16; 

Garland, 477). 

“Second, Paul emphasizes that the Lord’s Supper generates partnership, fellowship, communion with 

the fellow celebrants” (Garland, 477).  The bread represents the body of Christ which was sacrificed on 

the cross for our sins (10:16); but the body of Christ is also a metaphor for the church. In verse 17 

“Christians form one body in virtue of their joint participation of Christ” (Hodge, 190). The Lord’s Supper 

creates fellowship between the participants because the many partake of the same bread, Christ.  

“In the ancient world participating in a patron’s meal displays one solidarity with the patron. The unity 

with Christ and with one another in the meal has consequences for participation in any other meals that 
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will also create bonds and signal alliances. If meals embody the community, then one cannot embody 

community with Christ and with demons. One cannot be aligned with Christ and be aligned with 

demons” (Garland, 478). 

“Third, the emphasis on the blood of Christ sharpens the seriousness of covenantal relationship to 

Christ. Blood seals a covenant (Gen.  15:9–18; Exo. 24:3–8; Zech. 9:11; Heb. 9:18). The fellowship of His 

blood parallels the explanation of the cup in 11:25 as the New Covenant in His blood” (Garland, 478). 

10:18 Consider the people of Israel: are not those who eat the sacrifices participants in the 

altar? 

A second analogy comes from the sacred meals eaten by the nation of Israel. A portion of certain 

sacrifices was eaten by the worshipper (Deut. 14:22–27; 1 Sam. 9:10–24). Just as Christians are bound 

together through the participation in the Lord’s Supper, so the Israelites were “sharers” or 

“fellowshippers” (koinwno,j koinonos) who were bound to one another and to the Lord Himself through 

their common sacrifices to God. This is the reality behind those who eat food dedicated to a deity. 

10:19 What do I imply then? That food offered to idols is anything, or that an idol is anything? 

10:20 No, I imply that what pagans sacrifice they offer to demons and not to God. I do not 

want you to be participants with demons. 

 

The analogies of participating in communion (vv. 16–17) and sacrifices of the altar (v. 18) are now 

applied to the Corinthian situation. Paul wants to clarify what he is not saying and what he is saying. 

Paul first alludes to the Corinthians’ original argument in chapter 8:4–6; namely, since idols are not 

genuine gods, whatever relation a Christian has to them has no bearing on their walk with God. The 

Corinthians reasoned that participation in religious activities where meat sacrificed to idols was eaten 

did not do any harm since the god to whom the sacrifice was offered does not exist. One cannot have 

fellowship with a non-existent entity.  

In verse 20 Paul agrees that an idol is nothing and that no physical harm or benefit happens to the 

person who eats the meat offered to an idol. For this reason, he allows believers to eat meat purchased 

in the marketplace (10:25–27). But the Corinthians’ logic was misapplied and incomplete. Though the 

deity behind the idol doesn’t exist, nor does the sacrifice to it have any meaning, the act is idolatry 

nonetheless. What the Corinthians did not know was that demonic powers lie behind idolatry; 

therefore, eating a meal sacrificed to an idol was to fellowship with the demonic world.   

Garland says it well: 

Paul is conscious that his statements might seem inconsistent with what he wrote in 8:4, that 

“an idol has no real existence,” and he is careful to avoid stumbling into some form of 

henotheism, a belief in one God without denying the existence of other gods. He does not 

concede the existence of idols but does want to introduce a new wrinkle to the problem that 

they have failed to see—the complication of having fellowship with demons. His two questions 

in 10:16 and 10:18 expect the answer yes, but this question expects the answer no. He is not 

implying that food sacrificed to idols is anything or that idols are anything. But how can he 

maintain that idols have no existence and still argue that one can be defiled and doomed for 

eating idol food? How can a bond be established with a God that does not exist? Paul’s 
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argument assumes that although idols are only dumb objects made from inanimate material, 

they still represent a reality, if only a value system, that directly competes with God. Though the 

deities worshipped by idolaters are unreal, the intention of the worshipers to have communion 

with them and the fellowship created by joining in their feasts are very real and very dangerous. 

Idols have no significance, but actions do. Paul assumes that idols are more than simply foolish 

human inventions, sordid parodies of the one true God. They represent something demonic so 

that any sacrifice to an idol is a sacrifice to demons. While denying the existence of pagan gods 

he affirms the reality of virulent spiritual powers that are the enemies of God. This idea accords 

with the view about the nature of idols in the OT (Psa. 96:5; 106:37; Isa. 65:3). For Paul, demons 

are very real and exert formidable power to defile and destroy humans (Garland, 179–480). 

In Deuteronomy 32:15–17 Moses said of the Israelites, “They stirred Him [God] to jealousy with strange 

gods; with abominations they provoked him to anger. They sacrificed to demons that were no gods, to 

gods they had never known, to new gods that had come recently, whom your fathers had never 

dreaded.”  The Israelites’ sacrifices to idols and non-gods were in reality sacrifices to demons.  

“I do not want you to be participants with demons” is the key to Paul’s exhortation in this section. 

Since idols do not exist, the Corinthians do not become partakers (sharers, fellowshippers  [koinwno,j 
koinonos]) with idols. But demons do exist, and pagan sacrifice is demonic. The Corinthians will become 

partakers with demons if they willingly participate in pagan sacrificial feasts (Garland, 481).  

Paul is not talking about just the risk that they may face in participating with them, but the fact that they 

will become partakers. “There is no such thing as a casual sacrifice, and Christians cannot casually join in 

feasts honoring other deities that epitomize demonic hostility to God” (Garland,  481). 

The problem for Paul is not that Corinthian Christians join in camaraderie with idolaters but that 

they become actual partners with demons. However innocent the Christians’ intentions might 

be, the result is that they give their consent to, collaborate with, and swell the ranks of demonic 

defiance of the sovereign God. They may think that they are simply joining a festive party, but in 

reality they are joining a party infested by Satan and forming an alliance with those who 

crucified the Son of God (2:8). They cannot dismiss these meals as simply a casual, meaningless 

social repast anymore than they can dismiss a sexual relationship with a prostitute as a casual, 

meaningless tryst (6:15–20). If God’s pattern in Scripture holds true, they will provoke God to 

jealousy, who will turn away from them, and they will be destroyed as a perverse generation 

(Garland, 481). 

10:21 You cannot drink the cup of the Lord and the cup of demons. You cannot partake of the 

table of the Lord and the table of demons. 

Now the discussion about OT sacrifices and the table of the Lord comes into perspective. The table of 

the Lord refers to taking communion together (10:16b–17). In the same way that people have fellowship 

with the Lord by partaking in the Lord’s Supper, people have fellowship with demons by eating food at a 

pagan temple. Thus, when someone joins others in eating at a pagan temple he is not merely eating 

with friends, he is participating in idolatry involving fellowship with the demonic world. One cannot 

share with both believers and unbelievers in the same manner. 
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Though the Corinthians didn’t intend to participate with demons, Paul isn’t addressing their intentions 

but the reality of what happens when they participate in pagan ceremonies. One may not intend to burn 

his hand by putting it in the fire, but the effect is altogether different than the intention (Hodge, 194). 

10:22 Shall we provoke the Lord to jealousy? Are we stronger than he? 

To continue eating meals offered to idols will result in arousing God’s jealousy as it was aroused with 

Israel (see Deut. 32:15–17 quoted above and Exo. 20:5; 34:14; Deut. 4:24, etc.). They shouldn’t attend 

such festivals unless they want to provoke God’s jealousy. And they had better not provoke His jealousy 

unless they are stronger than He is (Hodge, 195–196). 

To be jealous normally has a negative meaning, but God’s jealousy is His strong desire to have what is 

rightfully His. Just as a husband strongly desires the sole devotion of his wife, so God strongly desires the 

sole devotion of His people. Because God is unique (there is only one of Him) and holy, He will not 

tolerate rivals to the devotion that belongs to Him alone. 

God’s jealousy cannot be challenged without consequences. Those who participate in idolatrous 

activities are challenging God to act. They think they are strong, but they have set themselves up for 

judgment.  

IN SUM, real fellowship takes place with Christ and other believers when Christians share in communion. 

Real fellowship also took place between God and the Israelites when they offered sacrifices in the OT. 

What is true of communion and sacrifices is true of those who eat meat sacrificed to idols—there is 

participation, a sharing with the demon that is behind the idol. Eating at pagan temples is idolatrous. 

10:23 "All things are lawful," but not all things are helpful. "All things are lawful," but not all 

things build up. 

10:24 Let no one seek his own good, but the good of his neighbor. 

 

Freedom and knowledge should lead to edification and concern for others. This is applied to eating food 

purchased in the meat market. The Corinthians were correct in their understanding that they had 

freedom in Christ, but they were poor in applying the principles of freedom. They saw freedom as the 

right to do whatever they saw fit. Even though there is great freedom in Christ (all things are lawful), not 

everything is beneficial for someone else, nor is everything constructive (it does not edify or build up).  

Of course, we must realize that Paul is not now changing his mind and saying that eating meat sacrificed 

to idols at pagan temples is lawful but not profitable; things that provoke God’s judgment (10:22) are 

never in the category of “lawful.” In other words, “all things are lawful” is not intended to mean “all 

things without exception” are lawful; rather, it is limited by the context to those things that are non-

essential. The Corinthians have tried to make eating meat sacrificed to idols at temples a non-essential; 

Paul saw it as demon worship. The Corinthians also saw Christian liberty as freedom to do what they 

Verse 22 finishes Paul’s response to the Corinthians’ question about eating meat sacrificed to idols in pagan 

festivals or in pagan temples.  However, there are a few more issues related to this topic that need to be 

addressed before Paul moves to the next subject in 11:2.  Verses 23 and following will answer the question 

about meat sacrificed to idols in other settings.   
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saw fit. This is also an error.  Christian freedom means that we have the liberty to be a slave to everyone 

and to do things for them. Verse 24 reiterates this theme—one that is basic to Christian ethics (cf. Ro. 

15:1–3; Phil. 2:4 for Christ as our example). Christ giving His life not only provided the way for salvation, 

it provided the example for Christian living (10:33–11:1). 

10:25 Eat whatever is sold in the meat market without raising any question on the ground of 

conscience. 

10:26 FOR THE EARTH IS THE LORD'S, AND ALL IT CONTAINS. 

In chapter 8 Paul addressed the issue of eating sacrifices in the temples of false gods (8:10). He has 

already condemned this for two reasons: (1) ethically, it could cause a weaker brother to stumble 

(chapter 8) and (2) theologically, it is participation with demons who are tied to the idols (1O:19–21).  

In 10:25 Paul is entering into a related topic of discerning between essentials and non-essentials. The 

Corinthians had made participation in pagan activities a non-essential. It was not. It was forbidden. But 

there are times when the eating of sacrificed meat is not a concern.  

Not all meat sold in the meat market was sacrificed to idols, but Jews were required to ask if it had been 

sacrificed to idols. Paul says that such inquiry is not necessary. Meat is just meat and one doesn’t have 

to feel obligated to ask where it came from in order to have a clear conscience. Don’t make something 

an issue when it isn’t one. 

This view of eating has a Scriptural basis—“the earth is the Lord’s and all it contains” (Ps. 24:1). All foods 

come from God and can be received with thanksgiving. There is nothing intrinsically contaminating 

about food, so any food can be purchased and eaten without feeling guilty. Nothing, therefore, of itself 

can be polluting if used in obedience to the design of the creation. Since the animal was intended to be 

used as food for man it could not defile the person who used it for that purpose (Hodge, 199). 

10:27 If one of the unbelievers invites you to dinner and you are disposed to go, eat whatever 

is set before you without raising any question on the ground of conscience. 

10:28 But if someone says to you, “This has been offered in sacrifice,” then do not eat it, for 

the sake of the one who informed you, and for the sake of conscience— 

10:29(a) I do not mean your conscience, but his. 

A second illustration comes from being invited to an unbeliever’s home to eat. If a Christian goes to an 

unbeliever’s house there is no need to ask where the food has come from (i.e. if it had been sacrificed to 

a pagan god or not). Just enjoy your meal. As the sacrifices lost their religious significance when sold in 

the meat market, so also at a private table where they were not regarded as sacrifices they could be 

eaten without any scruples (Hodge, 199). 

This is Paul’s understanding of how Christians are to relate to non-essentials. However, the whole 

scenario changes if someone willfully informs you that the meat has been sacrificed, whether it be 

another guest (either a weak believer or an unbeliever) or the host.  In this case the meat should not be 

eaten. Though it is permissible to eat, if you wound your brother’s conscience [who finds offense with 

the food], it is better not to eat (Hodge, 200). 
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Two questions naturally arise from Paul’s discussion: what was the reason behind someone saying that 

the meat had been sacrificed to an idol and how does Paul’s refusal to eat it help the other person’s 

conscience? 

The answer to the first question has at least two good possibilities. The person could be a brother who 

had a weak conscience about eating sacrificed meat, or the person could be an unbeliever. 

The reason, according to Paul, that he should refrain from exercising his freedom to eat is so that the 

other person’s conscience is not damaged. If Paul ate in front of a weak brother, that person could 

stumble in their walk with God, or possibly even fall away from the faith. Therefore, Paul would not risk 

their demise simply because he was free to eat. Or, this may mean that an unbeliever had moral 

expectations (a moral consciousness) of how a Christian should behave and Paul felt that if he ate, he 

would let those expectations down. Paul would use his freedom not to eat so that the other person 

would not be damaged. He did all things for the sake of the gospel. 

Garland has an excellent summary of this passage as I understand it: 

Paul maintains that there is only one true God (8:4–6), who made all things and to whom all 

things belong (10:26, Psa. 24:1). One can quite naturally infer from God’s sovereignty and 

creation’s goodness that all food should be permissible. But Paul concludes that other so-called 

gods and lords exist, though not on the same ontological level (8:5). When humans worship the 

many gods and Lords, they give that which is not-god “a power over themselves, and perhaps 

over others, which by rights it does not have” N. Wright, 134; Conzelmann, 145). Idolatry 

introduces a hitch that negates the principle that all things are lawful. It results in Paul’s 

seemingly conflicting advice. As N. Wright frames it. 

In the marketplace all is permitted: once off the idol’s turf, the food reverts to the 

sphere of the God who made it. But to enter an idol’s temple, and eat there alongside 

those who are actually intending to share fellowship with this non-god, this hand-made 

pseudo-God—this is to invite created powers to have an authority over one which they 

do not possess, a power which belongs only to the creator-God revealed and through 

Jesus the Messiah. 

Paul knows that he may sound inconsistent (“What then, do I declare? That idol food is anything 

or that an idol is anything?” [10:19]), but seeming to be inconsistent does not mean that his 

argument is confused or unsound. He tells them, “Do not have anything to do with food known 

to be associated with an idol,” and, “Do not consume food in a place known to be associated 

with an idol.” But when the same food leaves the idol’s domain, it is permissible to eat (Garland, 

484).  

This is not dualism as if Paul is implying that “the creator has had to rule some areas of his creation 

permanently off-limits” (N. Wright, 132). Rather, Paul is maintaining that “God reigns over all things, but 

Paul forbids Christians from doing anything that might lend credence to the worship of that which is not 

God” (Garland, 484).  


